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Abstract
Commercial escape rooms have provided
inspiration for an increasing number of educational
escape rooms, where students use their learning to
solve problems and “escape” a room in a certain time.
However, only few escape room studies have been
published in the game-based learning research area,
although it has been interested also in learning
processes. In this study, we apply causation –
effectuation theory to observe the learning processes of
three student teams solving tasks in an escape room
context. The escape room was part of an information
systems science research methods course, where the
learning process of 18 international students were
observed on video recordings. Different learning
processes were observed in the teams and causation –
effectuation theory explained for example the
experimental or instruction following team behavior.

1. Introduction
Teachers have increasingly applied game-based
learning in the form of educational escape rooms to
increase student motivation and engagement, introduce
experiential learning and dividing large tasks to more
simple phases in a game. Commercial escape rooms
were first introduced in Japan few decades ago [12, 45]
involving a series of puzzles, riddles and tasks often
related to a theme or story, which have to be solved in
a certain time before the participants can “escape” the
room. Some educational escape room examples include
pharmacology students solving puzzles to save Batman
from being poisoned by the Riddler [22], and computer
science students e.g. investigating the metadata of an
IP address to find GPS coordinates [4].
Causation - Effectuation theory has been applied in
entrepreneurship and organization research to describe
how new business ideas are formed into companies
[31, 38], as well as how entrepreneurial organizations
learn, strategize and operate [37, 38]. Effectuation and
causation are seen in the theory as two ends of a
continuum, effectuation representing a non-linear,
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adaptive, experiential
and contextually and
situationally flexible way of working, whereas
causation is seen as a formalized, systematic, linear
and invariable way of working. In learning context,
experiential learning cycle and scaffolding (where one
task is building upon the already accomplished tasks)
seem closely related to effectuation [25, 28] whereas
causation resembles problem-based learning [39].
Prior escape room literature in higher education has
emphasized the practical contribution, for example by
describing how escape rooms are developed and
implemented [9, 45], but also theoretical contribution
focusing on the outcomes such as how students learned
[6, 15], or how their motivation developed [4]. Escape
rooms usually involve several tasks [47] and can
therefore be considered as processes, which has been
of interest in game-based learning literature [2, 26].
Also there has been call for studies focusing on how
learning happens in certain game design [7]. Therefore
we now apply theory of causation and effectuation to
this field to explain how teams behave and learn while
solving the problems and doing the tasks in the game.
An escape room was used as an exam to increase
student motivation and to show their ability to use the
new skills on a Master level course in information
systems science on research methods. Students
competed in teams by solving tasks related to research
methods, such as finding a suitable theory,
methodology and data gathering methods for given
research question (RQ), and selecting data sources,
which they would need for solving the RQ i.e.
scaffolding [34].
The aim of this paper is three-fold. First, we present
a link between current literature on causation and
effectuation and experiential and problem-based
learning theories that are useful for understanding the
learning processes in educational escape rooms.
Second, we explain how causation and effectuation
was practically observed and applied on a research
method course. Third, we provide suggestions how
causation and effectuation perspective can help to
understand student behavior in escape room context.
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2. Theoretical background
The roots of effectuation and causation lie in
entrepreneurship and organization research [5, 17, 33],
where entrepreneurs and managers strategize
effectually, by using the means at hand as best as they
can to reach a yet unknown end result, and/or causally,
by using a given set of means to reach a specific goal.
E.g. entrepreneurship education and organizational
learning literatures [14, 18, 20] has broadened the
scope of this research stream and discussed, how
entrepreneurship students could apply effectuationcausation in courses dealing with start-ups and
innovations [40].
In educational escape rooms the focus is on
learning that can take place in different ways. One
approach is causal, rational learning where sustained
patterns, rules, repetition, mechanisms and conventions
are essential [e.g. 42]. Here the learning process is
designed for a certain set goal and the same systematic
and formalized learning mechanisms are repeated to
ascertain the same learning results. For example teams
formulate an operating culture for themselves through
common co-operating experience, and in later tasks
repeat the same patterns to fulfil the tasks. Another
approach focuses on experimentation, evaluation and
assessment [e.g. 30]. In this approach, compared to
causal learning, a limited rationality is adopted and
learning is more adaptive and e.g. experience and
memories, information availability, incentives and
beliefs influence (intervene) the learning mechanisms.
As an example, here e.g. the team members’ individual
knowledge and capabilities are used to complement the
team skill-base in completing the tasks. A third
approach addresses effectuation, where unbounded
rationality is assumed [38]. Here learning is iterative,
experimental, evolutionary, flexible and adaptive, as
the means of learning are known, but the learning goals
are not predetermined or unchangeable as they may
change depending on the context, situation and the
learning mechanisms (process). In a team context the
team works on fulfilling the task in a contextually
viable manner, modifying their conduct according to
the changing task needs and aiming for a beneficial,
though yet unknown end result. These approaches do
not, however, exclude each other and many times it is
beneficial to use them in combination in attempts of
getting the appropriate learning effects [e.g. 37, 38].
Rae [35] describes entrepreneurial learning to be a
dynamic process where awareness, reflection,
association and practical application transform
experience into functional learning. This echoes the
experiential learning concept discussed by Kolb [28],
where learning is seen as a cyclical process involving
experiencing,
experimenting,
observing
and

conceptualizing and through these steps knowledge is
accommodated, diverged, assimilated and converged
into new comprehension. Both of these, in turn, share
the features of effectuation [38], whereas causal
learning resembles more problem-based learning [39]
with its set goal giving purpose, stimulus, direction and
construction for the learning task.

3. The context and design of the escape
room
The first author designed a flipped classroom based
course on Research methods in Information Systems
Science, with plenty of online resources available in
Moodle and self-learning quizzes and assignments in
which students had to apply their learning and where
the teacher would be a supervisor of assignments. The
online resources in Moodle included 27 short videos on
research methods, 22 research articles on different
methods, 12 links to other resources such as books,
academic phrase banks, literature databases etc. The
students had eight assignments on the course (e.g.
develop RQs for qualitative and quantitative study,
analyze data), which were peer and teacher reviewed in
Moodle and 3 multiple choice quizzes for evaluating
their own learning. Before the final assignment, an 812 page research proposal for their Master’s thesis, the
teacher wanted to evaluate somehow their learning.
Instead of a conventional exam, a novel approach of a
physical escape room was chosen.
Educational physical games, such as some escape
rooms, are also part of game-based learning literature
stream. In addition to exergames, physical games –
such as board games, customized card games and roleplaying - have been used e.g. for
language,
microbiology, and software engineering teaching [1,
11, 43]. These games have been found effective in
awareness raising e.g. in disaster awareness [10] and
computer security [13], the teachers found the latter
also recommendable, but the impact of physical games
seems to have mixed results [3].
Educational escape rooms have become one of the
latest trends to improve student motivation [4].
Pharmacy students try to solve medication related
puzzles to get an access for a placebo injection to treat
a diabetes patient [15]. Game architecture students
build team cohesiveness in a mixed reality escape
room game [45]. Educational escape rooms have been
used by libraries for information search [6], team
building [46, 47] and also for school children [32].
Escape rooms are playful, cooperation-based games
[32, 45] often designed for teams. They require social
problem solving, where, for example verbal expression
of player’s ideas i.e. “thinking aloud” has been found
to be very useful [26]. The goal of the escape room is
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to find e.g. a key or a code to flee from the game
situation by solving different kinds of puzzles together
with the team in a certain time. The time limit creates
conflict and challenge to the clear goal of escaping; if
the players are not fast they might not reach the goal
[23, 24]. In educational escape rooms, the puzzles are
designed to be challenging, which seems to predict
very well the perceived learning [19]. However, in
order to avoid yielding before too difficult tasks, there
usually are available hints or clues for advancing [44].
The teacher applied the EscapeED framework for
the escape room development [8, 9]. First, participants
were identified as the Master level students on the
research methods course for international students (24
students in total), and the complexity of tasks should
not obstruct the students’ focus on the subject matter.
The students would do the test in 4-6 person teams, so
it would not take too much time to monitor, the size of
the team conformed with a typical student team size
and a team would have 45 minutes for the exam. In
order to avoid teams revealing hints to others, the
teams would compete against each other with time and
logical arguments used in solving the tasks.
A group of 3-4 teachers with experience on
teaching research methods and escape rooms decided
the objectives for learning together. The initial idea
was that the students would need to operationalize a
study based on a given RQ and a set of alternatives for
each task (to lower the task complexity [44]). First,
they would select suitable literature for the RQ, then a
methodology, then data collection methods and then
data sources. More thorough process was discarded as
too time consuming. Since the other teachers were
from different disciplines, the first author developed an
IS related RQ “How do organizations prepare for
operational interruptions in CRM migrations?”
The teacher group agreed that to create a real
escape room atmosphere, the room needed a narrative:
one team member had accidentally met a CEO from a
company struggling with a CRM migration in the near
future and wanted to employ the team member for a
Master’s thesis project to study how operational
interruptions could be avoided. There were no rooms at
the university, which could be locked from outside,
and therefore the “escape” would have to be arranged
differently. In the narrative, the team had been helping
the member to prepare a presentation on the study for
the company board members on a previous night, but
students had ended up partying and the team had
woken up with disappeared notes and the team member
(about to present the proposal) had been handcuffed to
a chair without the key.
Next phase of the EscapeED framework [9] is the
puzzles. For the first task, the first author developed a
set of 12 different numbered theories or literature areas

(from technology acceptance model (TAM) to
mindfulness) described very shortly on pieces of paper.
The numbers of these theories would be used as the
key for the first combination lock. The room chosen
for the game included a cupboard and a drawer, which
could be locked with combination locks. From the
cupboard with this combination lock, the students
would find the team member’s handwritten notes on
the company and short case descriptions of companies,
who have experienced operational interruptions when
implementing a new information system. Based on
these notes, students should choose a suitable
methodology for the RQ, and find a code for the
suitcase combination lock from a case methodology
book containing a post-it note on a page, the page
number of which was the key to the next lock.
From the suitcase, students would get a large sheet
of paper listing seven numbered data gathering
methods and seven numbered samples of data in
random order. From this sheet, students would
combine the methods to data samples, select the
appropriate data gathering methods and add the
combination of numbers to get a key to the third
combination lock on the drawer. Then students would
get a list of different data sources (documents,
meetings and potential interviewees) with some
underlined letters on each row. They would choose six
different data sources from the list, and the underlined
letters of correct choices could be used for an anagram
indicating the hiding place of the handcuff key.
Equipment for the game consisted of the
combination locks and sheets of paper where the tasks
were. Initial idea was to have some of the tasks also
online, but for this first escape room experiment we did
not have the resources or time to develop online tasks
and decided that only a timer clock on a large screen
was sufficient. One experienced escape room
enthusiast recommended that we should choose a
meeting room instead of a classroom to create a more
real atmosphere, and also possibly dim the lights in the
room and bring in some props. As the narrative hinted
that the student team had been involved in a not very
memorable night of planning the presentation, we
brought empty bottles of wine and potato chip bags to
the room in addition to the game-relevant props.
Before the actual implementation of the escape
room, we decided to test it. Three colleagues (two
doctoral students and one more experienced
researcher) were recruited for the test a week before
the actual implementation. First author was handcuffed
to the chair, and wrote field notes while observing the
test participants, who managed to find the key in 42
minutes. Based on the observations, and the
methodological experience of the test participants, the
initial design was decided to be too difficult. The tasks
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were facilitated by creating an operationalization table
to a board, from which the students would see the
sequence of tasks including the required number of
choices they had to find in each task. Also a hint for
expected calculation formula was included in the data
gathering method sheet. It was also decided that the
teams would receive the narrative via e-mail one hour
before their session started, so no time would be spent
on reading the narrative while in the escape room.

4. Research design
As we wanted to study causation and effectuation
in a game-based learning context (here escape room),
we chose to apply the comparative case study [36]
approach, each observed team acting as a case.
The gathered data for the purposes of this research
consisted of video recordings of the teams doing the
escape room exercise. The teams were informed that
the game sessions would be recorded for research
purposes, if it suited the participants. Therefore, we
gathered data from 3 teams agreeing for the recording
(out of 4). The video data production and analysis
followed the guidelines by Knoblauch and Tuma [27].
The escape room game provided a natural frame and
context for the videos; they were experiment-type
controlled ethnographies [27], where the behavior of a
student team was observed and moderated in a
designated classroom environment during the allocated
time for the game. The teams exited the escape rooms
in following times respectively: 36’ 36’’, 36’ 23’’ and
43’ 06’’, equaling the length of the videos that form the
data corpus. The relevant video content for analysis
was formed of discourse, gestures, expressions,
rhetoric, interaction, movement in the class room i.e.
all the audio-visually available recorded material,
accompanied by the moderating/instructing teacher’s
field notes and feedback received from the team
members after the exercise.
A comparative case analysis between the teams was
conducted [36]. The comparability of the video data
was very good, as all the teams did the same exercise
in the same place with the help of the same teacher.
The video analysis proceeded iteratively, where the
coding began with preliminary, theory-driven codes
and was complemented with data-driven codes that
emerged from the videos during the analysis. The
videos were coded by both the researchers. During this
process the researchers discussed the meanings and
interpretations they had given to their observations,
such as the actions, dialogue and body language, and
when competing interpretations emerged, these were
addressed to find conformity. The researchers viewed
the videos several times until no new codes emerged.
Altogether 9 pages of detailed analysis notes were

made during the video-viewing. After numerous
iterations the researchers ended up with six codes
(presented in table 1). The focus in the analysis was on
the critical event sequences [21] that were identified
through the codes. These sequences dealt with problem
solving, decision-making patterns and team dynamics
when working on the escape room exercise. A typical
event sequence chronology began with the team
receiving instructions for the task; this was followed by
teamwork in finding a solution to the task; and the
sequence ended by the teams solving the task and
gaining access to another set of task instructions.

5. Results and discussion
The teams had received the game narrative by email just before the starting time. The game started for
each team by selecting a “team leader”, who was
handcuffed to the chair as the game narrative implied.
The “team leader” was therefore bound to a certain
place around the table and was not able to move and
search for locks (located on another area in the room),
but could participate in the intellectual puzzle solving
since teams brought the discovered tasks to the table.
All recorded teams had 6 members of which four
took a quite active, discussing role and two members
contributed only a few times to the solution somehow.
The silent members were also quiet during the other
group sessions, which may be related to language
barriers or introvert temperament. However, this
behavior was not apparent in the not recorded team,
which had four members only, and all contributed
actively although three members out of four had not
been very active participants during the other learning
sessions of the course. This may indicate that four
members per team could be optimal for this kind of
escape room game.
Team 1 had a very structured approach to the game.
Despite their selected “team leader”, one member took
a position as the narrator and as actual team leader:
Actual team leader (ATL): The topic is [reading
and pointing the case description] service
interruptions in large companies during switching
from one system to another, so like change
management within IT, I guess… And then we can find
now theories and literature areas, first three papers.
Well, we can maybe start [points puzzle pieces and
makes sorting gestures] like this and see if they fit.
Chosen team leader (CTL): Yeah.
ATL: ‘Cause I think this is a model, so that is a
method…right?
CTL: Mm, it’s TAM.
ATL: Well, is it a theory, it’s a theory then?
Teacher: They are all theories or literature areas.
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ATL: So we have to choose three, the three best ones
for…
Teacher: For that research question, yes.”
So the ATL ensured the correct understanding of
the task and then continued thinking aloud [26] the
process, which she did in the beginning of every task
and also sometimes during the solving process. The
three active members participated in the process by
discussing, suggesting solutions aloud, by pointing or
by trying physically to find and open the locks. Firstly,
they piled suitable theory puzzle pieces to find a
solution for the first task by discussing, comparing and
noticing similarities between theory puzzle pieces and
the RQ. After solving the code and finding the second
task, again ATL ensured what the task aim was. After
silent reading, they immediately understood the correct
methodology, but finding the solution for the second
lock required hints from the teacher to use the books.
The third task (choosing suitable data collection
methods) was the most challenging one for the team.
After ATL ensured the aim, they read silently and
started to think aloud of possible solutions.
The ATL vocalized the assumed strategy and other
members started to suggest alternatives or silently read
the paper and point to solutions, two of which were
easily discovered (first three code numbers found).
However, the third suitable method was difficult to
find, and the team suggested solutions and found a
correct method, but not the correct sample, so finally
the ATL started to try opportunistically different
numbers to the remaining lock and opened it. In the
last task, the team applied the same logic of checking
the aim, silently reading, pointing and suggesting
solutions aloud. They also asked for some validation
from the teacher and solved rather quickly the final
puzzle with a couple of hints.
Team 2 did not have a clear leader, but the four
active members had an equal, discussing teamwork
logic. This was the only team that was interested on
time: they asked how long team 1 played the game.
They brainstormed different ideas, and often started by
excluding obviously wrong solutions. In the first task,
after silent reading, checking the aim and excluding
some wrong puzzle pieces, they divided the remaining
theory pieces into two groups and picked the most
suitable ones in two separate sub-teams. One of the
sub-teams discussed, but the other sub-team comprised
of the chosen team leader and the two quiet members,
who just nodded on CTL’s thinking aloud process.
Then they discussed the results of the sub-teams, noted
the similarity between theory pieces and RQ, and
excluded again more pieces. After trying to fit in the
familiar TAM, teacher hinted that it is not correct.
They found the last piece based on similarity of text in
the piece and RQ, and opened the lock.

The second task of choosing the appropriate
methodology was understood very quickly, but the
team still brainstormed until they received a hint where
the code for the next lock might be. The third task took
more time. After checking the aim and discussing
tactics, the participants suggested solutions, excluded
an obviously unsuitable one, and noticed that they
could first choose suitable methods and afterwards
connect those to samples of data, instead of connecting
all methods and samples and then pick the suitable
ones. They validated their first solutions with the
teacher, and after discussing new suggestions, one
member opened the lock by trying the remaining
combinations, before the others could find the solution.
This member then aimed for a final “sprint” in the
fourth task and suggested that he reads the list aloud
and others just indicate whether that item on the list
might be possible.
M(ember)3: So what do we need for data?
M2: Where’s the clock?
Teacher: There’s the clock. You need six types of data
now.
M3: Ok. So what do we need from the interviews?
M2: [takes a pen and starts to read from the list of
alternatives] So, just say no: “Annual report”
CTL: For this? No.
M2: “Board meeting minutes”?
M3: Minutes?
M2: Like the notes, minutes are notes.
M3: Oh! ... well, no.
M2: No. CRM migration meeting minutes. Yes.
This tactic was experimental and efficient, and they
solved with couple of hints the place where handcuff
key was hidden.
Team 4 was all male team, who were very talkative
and occasionally goal-oriented. Their teamwork
included discussion, reading papers aloud and they
laughed more than the other teams. The first task
started with opportunistic behavior.
First, they tried to check whether other teams had
filled the operationalization table on the flip board and
left their solutions to the room. Then after silent
reading, they switched to reading and thinking aloud
and discussion in order to find consensus. This team
also recognized TAM, which they tried to include to
the theory base although it was not connected to the
problem area. After solving the first task, the
methodology task seemed to be very difficult:
M1: We have action research, case study research..
M4: We have a…
M1: Oh, there are notes in it [browses through the
case study book].
M3: No, no, it’s just the parts you should read. So like,
there is a place for conclusions, so you don’t have to
read entire chapter.
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difficulties to concentrate, possibly because the task
M1: You think so?
was too difficult for them. One member also ignored
M4: So then what do we need for data?
the clue of blue post-it notes on the case methodology
Teacher: No, first methodology.
book, which led the team to a wrong direction. With
[M1 and M2 reading book covers].
discussion and couple of hints, they finally solved the
[Silent pondering]
second task. However, they did know their methods
M1: Ok, let’s concentrate.
and solved the third task relatively quickly starting
[M4 starts again reading the task paper aloud.]
with thinking aloud the aim of the task and discussing
M1: We need to get the data to know how to avoid
tactics, followed by brainstorming leading to two
service interruptions during the switch. How can we
correct answers and a hint from teacher that those were
get those data?
correct ones. Then they continued brainstorming and
[question for teacher about text and answer]
used Wikipedia to check meaning of the selected
[team members show books to each other]
method. After more brainstorming, they finally found
M1: Literature research, I think not, because we have
the correct combination. On fourth task, they noticed
to get the data, so let’s put it away. So what we have
that time was running out and they decided to trust on
left?
their intuition, but required some hints also before
M2: Feminist methodology, let’s put that away also.
finding the final solution. In the end, they tried to open
M1: Yeah. Maybe they are just here to create noise. I
the handcuffs without the key since solving the puzzle
think focus group would also be interesting.
seemed to take too long. They also sought validation
M4: And also “Foundations for mixed methods”.
from the teacher, and tried to experiment by asking if
M1: Mixed methods, is there also an answer to like
their guess had been correct.
using multiple…
Table 1 provides a summary of the analysis by
Teacher: H’m, one methodology is enough now
themes and codes, accompanied by linkages to the
M1: Oh. Okay.
effectuation and causation perspectives. The codes
Although this team had also previous research
were: (1) Non-verbal cues; (2) Verbal interaction; (3)
method courses and experience, and were sure of their
Strategizing tactics; (4) Teacher mediation; (5)
knowledge, they had difficulties to understand the
Misunderstandings; and (6) Opportunistic behavior.
difference between methodologies and methods. They
discussed the second task extensively and had
Table 1. Task Solution Tactics and Times of Teams.
1st task
(theories)

2nd task
(methodology)

Team 1
moving theory puzzle pieces (1),
checking RQ and the aim of the
task (3), discussing (2), silent
reading + pointing (1), suggesting
solutions (2), noticing relevant
words (2), checking the task (3),
discussion about comparing and
choosing the correct ones (2)
Tactical certainty before
discussion and thinking aloud
with silent working indicating
that the team was employing
causation in solving task 1 i.e.
following the instructions and
working more individually than
as a unified team. (time: 5’30’’)

Team 2
order pieces to numerical order
(1)
, silent reading (1), checking the
assignment (3), exclusion, reading
aloud (2), splitting the task for two
sub-teams (3) (one team discusses,
second team leader thinks aloud
and excludes and other members
nod (2)), discussing interim results
(2)
, notice similarity with RQ and
theory papers (2), thinking aloud
(2) , exclusion, trying to fit TAM
and not some other theory (5), hint
from teacher (4), finding the last
one based on similarity (2)
Tactical efficiency, exclusion with
discussion indicating effectuation
in that the team came up with
their own way of solving the task
(exclusion) as a team. (7’40’’)

checking the aim of task (3), team
leader thinks aloud about the
selection process (3), silent

suggest reading aloud, but
disagreement (3), then silent
reading (1), summarizing the

Team 4
wonder if pieces are a puzzle (2),
reading aloud (2), silence (1), trying
to find solution from flip board (6),
silent reading and piling most
suitable ones (1), reading aloud (2),
silent reading (1), suggesting a
solution (2), thinking aloud (2),
exclusion (2), thinking aloud (2),
discussing tactics (3), laughing,
silent reading (1), reading aloud (2),
selecting one and all agree (2),
reading aloud + disagreement twice
(2)
, thinking aloud (2), hint that first
two are correct choices (4),
discussing and noticing a similarity
between theory words and RQ (2),
another suggestion (2), hint from
teacher (4), a consensus and
validation from teacher (4)
Discussion to reach a consensus
with some procedural ideas and
opportunism indicating that the
team employed effectuation by
finding their own way of
teamworking. (11’02’’)
reading aloud (2), discussion (2)
about props, reading aloud (2),
silence (1), hint for books (4),
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3rd task (data
collection
methods)

4th task (data
sources)

reading (1), hint to look books (4),
all start to browse books (1), find
case study book with blue post-it
notes (1), think they have to
choose 3 books (5), teacher hints
that not (4), suggest trying page
number (2)
Tactical certainty, team leader as
a narrator before silent working
with some discussion indicating
that the team continues in task 2
with causation approach that is
supported by hints from the
teacher. (5’24’’)

contents (2), check the books (1),
still thinking aloud (2), starting
from qualitative methods and
suggesting case study (2), noticing
blue post-it notes (2), trying page
number as a code to unlock (2)
Discussion based problem solving
allowing disagreement indicating
effectuation in that the team
shares their ‘incomplete’
thoughts and suggestions to find a
solution in consensus. (6’20’’)

check the aim of the task (3), silent
reading (1), thinking aloud (2),
discussing the aim and
combination tactic (3), noticing
that combining does not work
row by row (3), pointing (1) and
thinking aloud and suggestions (2)
and pointing (1), thinking aloud
with justified suggestions (2),
suggestion about trying “just
something” (6), teacher hints two
choices correct, but last one not
ok (4), thinking aloud what the
sources might be (2), silent reading
(1) , finding correct method, but
combination wrong (2), thinking
aloud (2), suggest trying some
combination for last two code
numbers (6), one tries a solution (6)
and others still think about the
task
Tactical certainty and team
leader narrating, before
brainstorming and experimenting
indicating that the team begins
task 3 with causation and then
shifts to effectuation by applying
more creativity instead of relying
strictly on instructions and
teacher’s hints. (11’06’’)
silent reading (1), checking the
aim (3), silent reading (1), pointing
suggestions (1), one member tells
his own choices from similar
existent study (2), justified
suggestions (2), asking for
validation from reluctant teacher
(4)
, discussing (2), silent reading

thinking aloud and discussing the
tactic (3), silent reading (1),
thinking aloud that they have to
find 3 methods (3), suggestions (2),
noticing that combining is needed
(3)
, suggestions for suitable
methods (2), suggestions for
combinations (2), thinking aloud
and discussing possible solutions
(2) , silent reading (1) , pointing (1)
and identifying and discussing
solutions aloud (2), suggestions (2),
validating solutions from teacher
(4)
, hint that third one is wrong (4),
discussing suggestions and
combinations (2), one member
guessed the last numbers (6),
others wanted to know the
solution, but he did not remember
Tactical certainty with
discussion-based problem
solving, brainstorming and
experimenting indicating that the
team operated creatively around
the task and effectually found the
solution. (11’15’’)

checking the clock (3), reading
aloud possible sources, others
suggest in-/exclusion (2),
discussion (2), hint from teacher
on number of sources needed (4),
writing the selected letters (1),
asking validation from teacher (4),
noticing problems with the

laughter, reading aloud titles (2), one
notes the blue post-it notes but
others discourage their meaning (5),
reading aloud (2), discussing the task
aim (3), exclusion of some books (2),
question for teacher (4), suggestions
(2) , discussing tactics (3), discussing
methods (2), silent thinking (1),
“should we do quantitative
/qualitative” (2), suggest to find a
feasible/possible methods (3),
different ideas and explanations
discussed + consensus on focus
group (2), hint from teacher (4), then
choose case study book and find
correct code (2)
Reading aloud with some tactical
discussion and wrong steps
indicating that in task 2 the team
did not use the effectual inputs of
the members and turned more
towards causation supported by
hints. (11’59’’)
laughing, thinking aloud the aim
and tactics (3), noticing that
combinations are needed (3), reading
aloud (2), suggestions and explaining
them (2), hint from teacher that two
choices ok (4), trying to milk correct
answers from reluctant teacher (6),
brainstorming for possible ideas (2),
one member checks what
participant observation means with
mobile phone, then pick that and
then start combining (2), notice the
time (3), silent thinking (1),
suggestions for combinations (2),
silent reading (1), discussion (2) and
pointing (1), combinations correct
Tactical certainty before
discussion-based problem solving
with opportunistic data search
online and from teacher indicating
that the team used both effectuation
and causation in turns to solve the
task 3. (8’29’’)

silent reading (1), inclusion
suggestions by one (2), one thinks
that first letters will be used, but
other show that not (5), discussion
tactics (3), one thinks aloud and
suggestions (2), one suggests
choosing procedure (3), one starts to
crack the handcuffs (6), asking for
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pointing (1), hint from teacher
about needed number of sources
(4)
, checking letters, discussion
about solutions (2), doublechecking of letters (2), checking
the aim (3), notice that two letters
are missing (3), finding the “door”
and thinking about remaining
letters (2), finding the last word (2)
Silent working and tactical
certainty, discussion-based
problem solving with hints and
validation from teacher
indicating that the team returns to
causation in task 4, which seems
to be the dominating trait of team
1. (14’38’’)

solution (3), silent reading (1),
reading aloud and discussing and
checking the chosen letters (2),
two members start finding key (6),
others try to solve the anagram,
one suggests a “door” (2) and then
soon they understand the other
word
Efficiency-oriented exclusion
procedure based on minimal
discussion and opportunism
indicating that the team employs
effectuation by using their own
way of working and attempting to
shortcut to the solution. (10’53’’)

In the context of game-based learning and escape
rooms, the characteristics of both effectuation and
causation could be considered relevant [37, 38], as the
end result of the game is unknown in advance (escape
vs. no escape), there are specified tasks to be solved
during the game (the means become known while
playing), the game has a clear goal (escape in time) and
the team inside the room can solve the tasks the way
they see the best (no predetermined mechanisms for
solving the tasks, though there are rules in the game).
In effectuation the actors begin what they have,
who they are, what they know and how they use
contingencies [38]. The teams came with their
knowledge although it was possible to look for answers
with their mobiles, but since the tasks were
emphasizing application, and time was limited, only
one person checked definition of one method online.
The teams’ ways of working was observed to be
dependent on the team leaders’ learning and operating
style, the members’ learned typical teamwork cultures
and the tolerance of uncertainty. If the team leader had
a strong role in the team and guided the teamwork,
his/her learning and operating style easily translated to
the team’s operating style, i.e. an effectual leader took
the team to the effectual path and a causal leader to the
causal path [16, 37, 38]. In teams where the learned
teamwork culture was less interactive and focused on
individual, separated efforts, a causal style, by
definition, was more suitable. On the contrary, in teams
that emphasized brainstorming and joint efforts an
effectual style was observed [16, 37, 38]. These
observations were supported by the feedback the
students gave after the escape room exercise.
Based on the data it seems that Team 1 was
employing causation, Team 2 effectuation and Team 3
a mix of both. In terms of uncertainty tolerance, teams

intuitive solutions (3), hint from
teacher about number of sources
needed (4), brainstorming
(suggestion with justification) (2),
one member reads aloud (2), teacher
asks what have they chosen and
says the last one is not ok (4), start to
check letters, although one is still
missing (2), try to include something
from leftover letters (2), figure out
the “door” and one member finds
the key (2)
Discussion-based tactics and
problem solving, with opportunism,
and hints and validation from
teacher indicating that in task 4 the
team rests more on causation with
some straying by some members to
effectuation. (12’)

with causal style rested on the instructions and teacher
hints and validation of solutions, i.e. certainty that they
have cracked the task, before action. Effectual teams in
turn experimented, sought cues from the classroom,
opportunistically tried to shortcut tasks, brainstormed
with disagreements and did not require certainty that
their actions would necessarily lead to cracking the
task. These teams also used a “plan to fail” game logic,
they experimented and tried to fail fast in order to get
to the correct solution [41].
The teams were surprisingly persistent, they wanted
to solve the problems even if they could have guessed
some solutions [44], and finally some of them did.
Team members had different tempo in problem
solving, due to perhaps differences in temperament or
learning style, which led to persons taking leadership
or active position in problem solving when some of the
participants observed more and were quieter. The team
dynamic was very different with limited time than they
were used to in weekly or longer assignments.

6. Implications
This study addresses the call for understanding how
learning happens in games [7] by examining qualitative
video data from a physical escape room, In other words
we observed the process rather than learning outcomes
or their effectiveness, which has been focus of many
studies in this area [29]. The escape room setting
provided an excellent ground for observing learning
styles that would have otherwise been undetected; the
whole task sequences with audiovisual data of three
teams in a comparable context.
From the theoretical perspective, the study
contributes in connecting effectuation theory with
experiential learning, as well as problem-based
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learning with causation, which were exemplified by the
teams’ behavior within the game. These observations
depict the content of the learning events, shed more
light on the team dynamics in the learning situation and
illustrate the learning process. Identifying these
similarities, acknowledging their interlinkages and
bringing these theories together can enhance the
explanatory power of game-based learning studies. The
theory of effectuation seemed to provide some content
explanations about the ways students operate and learn
in a gamified exercise situation. In connection with
this, both the process nature of emergent experiential
and constructed problem-based learning were
detectable in the teams’ behavior. Effectuation and
causation revealed team dynamics, the leader’s role in
steering the task, the existing learning cultures related
to teamwork and the students’ tolerance of uncertainty.
The teams also demonstrated well the different ways of
learning; causal, effectual and a mix, which is in line
with the literature [28, 37, 38, 39]. Based on the
student feedback, learning took place in all the teams,
though their paths (effectual, causal, mix) varied. This
finding provides interesting insights, in line with the
effectuation theory [37, 38], how similar results can be
reached with very divergent approaches.
Our practical contribution lies in the escape room
design and the lessons we learned from this
implementation. Designing the escape room was timeconsuming, but an excellent way to evaluate teaching
and learning. In this case, the teacher observed
confusion with the methodology and method concepts,
and the students understanding of data certain method
produces. In the future, we aim to strengthen the
visibility of the narrative, expect a consensus from
students for receiving a hint and clarify task sequence.
The limitations of the study include the small
number of students on the course, and thereof the small
amount of observational data. The student groups were
very heterogenic and cultural differences might explain
some differences in the gaming process, but this was
out of the scope of this study. Perceived learning or
motivation was not addressed, but focus on observing
the process provides an interesting area for further
research.
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